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ABSTRACT

Wi-Fi hotspot is a product of wireless network technology than can be easily found in public places such as airport, café, or shopping mall. Besides offering ease in connection, the use of wireless network technology is also raises security issue because it lies in an open or public area. There needs to be a mechanism that can control access to the wireless network to protect it from attacker or intruder. Port-based authentication system or known as IEEE 802.1X standard is a framework that provides access control to the network. But still it is possible for the attack to occur in wireless network environment protected by IEEE 802.1X, i.e. rogue Access Point (rogue AP). A rogue AP can act like authorized Access Point (authorized AP), deceiving wireless users. Therefore, it is necessary to do mitigation steps including detection and elimination of rogue AP. In this research, live forensics method is used to detect the rogue AP. Output of this research is a framework for mitigating rogue AP in an IEEE 802.1X-based Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN). This framework can also be used as a basic for doing automation process to mitigate rogue AP, helping the network administrators to minimize their manual tasks for handling the rogue AP.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Internet wireless as a product of wireless network technology now are often used. Besides offering ease in connection, the use of wireless network technology is also caused some security issues and should be considered because it is located in open public area [1].

The security issues sparked the mechanism to control access to the network in order to protect it from intruders. IEEE 802.1X is known as port-based authentication system, a framework that provides access control to the network that verifies client’s information such as username and password. If the information is valid, then the client is allowed to access the network [2]. At first, IEEE 802.1X was only designed to meet the needs of security on wired networks with coverage Local Area Network (IEEE 802 LAN), but as the development of technology, IEEE 802.1X was also developed to meet the security needs of the wireless network with coverage of Wireless Local Area Network (IEEE 802.11 LAN) or referred to as WLAN [3]. Encryption which is used in IEEE 802.1X-based WLAN is WPA-Enterprise [4] or WPA2-Enterprise using RADIUS (Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service) server as an authentication server to authenticate the client to the network using a username and password [5].

Application of IEEE 802.1X standard is intended to provide device authentication mechanism used by the client to the WLAN. However, although the IEEE 802.1X standard has been applied, it is still possible for the attack to occur. There are various attacks that can be performed on WLAN, including IEEE 802.1X-based WLAN. Among them are war driving [6], Denial of Service (DoS) attack [7], and rogue Access Point (rogue AP) as a rogue authenticator that masquerades as an authorized Access Point, which is dangerous, given the rogue AP can be used to obtain client data and gain access to the network [2].

The number of attacks that might occur in wireless networks that one of them is a rogue AP, making the need to do mitigation for rogue AP case, which means doing activities to lower impacts or risks that may arise due to the existence of rogue AP. The nature of rogue AP masquerading as authenticator device [2], making it difficult to distinguish it from the legitimate one, so the first step in mitigating the rogue AP case is to detect the presence of rogue AP [8]. Detection of rogue AP as part of the mitigation steps can be done with live forensics analysis approach, a forensic method to
gather information, analyze and present them using a variety of forensic tools while the system is still running [9]. Live forensics can also be done in case there is intrusion on the system or network to secure volatile evidence on the running system during the process of investigation [10].

Detection of rogue AP in this research is adopted from several studies that have been done before, namely:
2. RAPD algorithm by sniffing traffic and comparing the result with authorized AP data [12].
3. Comparison of various parameters, such as SSID, MAC address, authentication type, channel, frequency, and signal. If a lot of the same parameters, it can be concluded that the Access Point is a rogue AP [13].

Previous studies have not been done in IEEE 802.1X-based WLAN environment, but this research uses IEEE 802.1X-based WLAN as the object. Adoption of rogue AP detection method of the three studies previously mentioned will be developed with the additional parameter of protocol used in IEEE 802.1X-based WLAN. The main contribution in this research is the enhancement of rogue AP detection using parameter of protocol used in IEEE 802.1X-based WLAN.

Therefore, the topic raised in this research is rogue AP mitigation in IEEE 802.1X-based WLAN, including Authorized AP Data Population step, Rogue AP Detection step and Rogue AP Elimination step. Expected output in this research is a mitigation framework for rogue AP case in IEEE 802.1X-based WLAN. This framework can be used as a basis to automate processes in mitigating the rogue AP case. Automation is done with the aim to help network administrators minimize manual tasks carried in mitigation process of rogue AP case in IEEE 802.1X-based WLAN.

The remaining sections are structured as follows: Section 2 presents the basic theory of live forensics, IEEE 802.1X, and rogue AP. Section 3 discusses methodology used in this research. Section 4 explains the result of this research. Finally, Section 5 gives a conclusion to the whole research and the further work.

2. BASIC THEORY

2.1 Live Forensics
Live forensics is conducted by collecting data when the system exposed to attack is still running.

Forensic data gathered through a live system can provide the evidence that cannot be obtained from the static disk image. The data collected is a representation of a dynamic system and is unlikely to be reproduced the next time [14].

Live forensics can bring out some concerns, such as this method should not modify the target system in order to go undetected by the intruder, the target system to be investigated should not normally be shut down or restarted for a long period of time, other than that the whole procedure of live forensics should not affect normal services running on the target system [15].

Although there are some concerns with live forensics, when conducting an investigation on the network, this method can be used to obtain as much information about the activities going on in the network. Investigators can put up a packet sniffer to capture traffic running on the network and analyze them [16]. Tools such as NetworkMiner, tcpflow, Wireshark and NetSleuth can be used in the live forensics in network environment [9].

2.2 IEEE 802.1X

2.2.1 IEEE 802.1X Components

Three components are necessary to form a 802.1X authentication mechanism on the network. These components are as follows [2]:

1. Supplicant (Client)
User's devices which need to be authenticated before accessing the network, such as laptops or IP phones.
2. Authenticator
Network devices that work at Layer 2, such as Ethernet switches in a wired network or Access Point in a wireless network. Authenticator acts as a gateway between the supplicant and the network to be accessed by the supplicant.
3. Authenticator Server
The server that handles supplicant authentication. RADIUS server is often used in the implementation of IEEE 802.1X-based network, so it is known in the networking industry as a standard for authentication server.

2.2.2 IEEE 802.1X Protocol

EAP (Extensible Authentication Protocol) is a protocol commonly used for user authentication in IEEE 802.1X-based network [17]. However, EAP is actually more correct to say as a framework of communication between the client and the server, and the protocols used in the communication can be selected from the available protocols in the EAP framework itself. The client and the server must use
the same protocol for authentication and communication [18]. Some of the existing protocols within the EAP framework, also known as the EAP methods that commonly used to communicate within the IEEE 802.1X-based network are as follows [18]:

1. **EAP-MD5**
   MD5 protocol exists on the client side converts client password into an MD5 hash and forwards it to the server. The server that receives MD5 hash of client password will compare it with the MD5 hash value that has been stored on the server. The comparison will determine whether or not the client can log in.

2. **EAP-LEAP**
   LEAP (Lightweight Extensible Authentication Protocol) is a protocol developed by Cisco to address the weaknesses in WEP.

3. **EAP-TLS**
   TLS (Transport Layer Security) works under the Digital Certificate.

4. **EAP-TTLS**
   TTLS (Tunnel Transport Layer Security) was developed to overcome the weaknesses in TLS that require Digital Certificates for client and server. TTLS requires only Digital Certificate for server.

5. **EAP-PEAP**
   PEAP (Protected Extensible Authentication Protocol) is also referred to as EAP inside EAP. PEAP uses a server certificate to check the validity of the server. When PEAP client validates the server by server certificate, it then forms a secure tunnel. Client validation process can begin with whichever EAP Method. And this EAP Method is protected by TLS. Figure 1 shows the relation between EAP protocol and IEEE 802.1X components.

---

2.3 **Rogue AP**

Rogue AP generally refers to unauthorized Access Point [19]. The existence of rogue AP can be a serious threat in the organization's network, because it has the potential to open access for unauthorized parties who may intend to steal confidential information or even perform DoS attack [20]. Rogue AP can be a wireless Access Point that allows an intruder to do man in the middle attack [21]. Wireless media used by WLAN communication can allow eavesdropping attack to find out the wireless data communication occurs in WLAN [22]. Rogue AP can be configured similar to the authorized AP. This causes evil twin attack. Attacker can find out the relevant information about a legitimate AP through knowledge or reconnaissance [23]. When user connects to a rogue AP, the intruder can monitor and capture user’s network traffic [24].

Figure 2 shows the possible attacks caused by rogue AP existence in an organization’s network.

---

3. **METHODOLOGY**

Mitigation of rogue AP case in IEEE 802.1X-based WLAN comprising the steps of the Authorized AP Data Population, Rogue AP Detection and Rogue AP Elimination. Authorized AP Data Population step is conducted only if there are authorized AP changes in the network. Rogue AP Detection step is conducted using live forensics. Rogue AP Elimination step is conducted for rogue AP containment. Framework for rogue AP mitigation is developed based on rogue AP mitigation steps mentioned. This framework will serve as the basis for implementing automation of rogue AP mitigation in IEEE 802.1X-based WLAN.

3.1 **Authorized AP Data Population**

Authorized AP Data Population is conducted if there is a change in the network in order to update authorized AP data properly. If there is a freshly
installed authorized AP, then the authorized AP data will be added. Conversely, if there is an authorized AP removed from the network, then the data will be deleted.

### 3.2 Rogue AP Detection

Rogue AP Detection is conducted using live forensics where system is still running. Rogue AP Detection step consists of several processes:

1. **Capture**
   - Has two subprocesses, namely Access Point scanning and wireless traffic capture. Access Point scanning aims to determine the existence of Access Point broadcasting SSID. The desired information is SSID name, Access Point MAC address, the channel used, signal strength (power), and encryption type used by the SSID. While the wireless traffic capture aims to determine whether there is an EAP used by SSID and EAP type used, if any. For this purpose, the delivery of EAP packet must be triggered in order to capture the EAP packet.

2. **Note**
   - Records the parameters required in Rogue AP Detection step. Data extraction is conducted from the result of Access Point scanning subprocess in the Capture process to get several parameters, such as SSID name, MAC address, channel, power, and encryption type used by SSID. In addition, parameter of EAP type will be needed and this can be obtained from the result of wireless traffic capture analysis in the Analyze process. All of these parameters will be recorded into a table in a file, which has SSID, BSSID (MAC Address), Channel, Power, Encryption and EAP Type column.

3. **Analyze**
   - Analyzes a wireless traffic capture file obtained from the Capture process to determine the EAP type used. The parameter of EAP type is then recorded through the Note process.

4. **Report**
   - Produces Access Point data after the Capture, Note and Analyze processes conducted. The Report process also determines which Access Point is rogue AP. Comparison needs to be done between Access Point data gathered from detection step and authorized AP data gathered in population step. At first, Access Point data gathered from the detection step are categorized as unauthorized AP. Then the rogue AP data will be determined through rules of comparison as shown in Figure 3:

   - a. Rogue AP’s SSID name is the same as authorized AP’s SSID name.
   - b. Rogue AP’s MAC address is different from authorized AP’s MAC address.
   - c. Rogue AP’s channel can be the same as or different from authorized AP’s channel. Access Point usually configured to use channel 1, 6 or 11 to avoid interference [25].
   - d. Signal strength (power) transmitted by rogue AP is in good range do basic connectivity with minimum signal -80 dBm [26].
   - e. Rogue AP’s encryption type is the same as authorized AP’s encryption type.
   - f. Rogue AP’s EAP type is the same as authorized AP’s EAP type.

Access Point will be categorized as a neighbor AP if not all of the rules are met.

![Figure 3: Unauthorized AP and Authorized AP Data Comparison Flowchart](image-url)
3.3 Rogue AP Elimination

Rogue AP elimination step includes monitoring process whether a client connected to the rogue AP and rogue AP containment process. Assuming that the rogue AP has been detected, then the steps of elimination can be described as follows:

1. Examination of whether or not a client is connected to a rogue AP, conducted by capturing rogue AP traffic using parameters of MAC address and channel.
2. Rogue AP containment aiming to disable rogue AP so it cannot serve the client request to make a connection. Containment is done through a deauthentication process. The goals are:
   a. To disconnect the client from the rogue AP.
   b. To send DoS packets to disable rogue AP’s service.
3. Examination of whether there is still client connected to a rogue AP.

4. RESULT

4.1 Rogue AP Case Simulation

Case simulation will be run by setting up a software-based rogue AP using Hostapd-WPE and FreeRADIUS-WPE tools. Although based on software, it is still necessary to use hardware, such as wireless card or wireless adapter to broadcast SSID and monitor wireless traffic passing by. Figure 5 shows the topology run in this research.

This research uses EAP-PEAP (Protected Extensible Authentication Protocol). The reason EAP-PEAP selected in this research is because EAP-PEAP only requires a certificate from the server side [27], so it can avoid the issues associated with the installation of digital certificate on each client [28]. EAP-PEAP is also a password-based EAP, which is easier to manage [27], as well as more suitable for the case simulation in this research where rogue AP can be used to obtain username and challenge/response of client password, then a program can crack it and obtain the password in clear text format.

Figure 6 shows username and challenge/response of client password obtained from rogue AP. Meanwhile, Figure 7 shows challenge/response of client password cracked using Asleap tool.

Figure 6: Username and Challenge/Response of Client’s Password Obtained from Rogue AP

This research uses EAP-PEAP (Protected Extensible Authentication Protocol). The reason EAP-PEAP selected in this research is because EAP-PEAP only requires a certificate from the server side [27], so it can avoid the issues associated with the installation of digital certificate on each client [28]. EAP-PEAP is also a password-based EAP, which is easier to manage [27], as well as more suitable for the case simulation in this research where rogue AP can be used to obtain username and challenge/response of client password, then a program can crack it and obtain the password in clear text format.

Figure 7: Cracking Challenge/Response of Client’s Password Using Asleap Tool

4.2 Mitigation of Rogue AP Case

Given the dangers of rogue AP’s threat, the rogue AP mitigation measures needs to be done, either manually or automatically in order to know the
difference. Mitigation includes the steps of Authorized AP Data Population, Rogue AP Detection in IEEE 802.1X-based WLAN with live forensics and Rogue AP Elimination.

As mentioned before, Authorized AP Data Population step is conducted only if there is a change in the network. It is performed using the Generate Access Point Data phase which produces authorized AP data as presented in Figure 8.

![Figure 8: Authorized AP Data Obtained from Generate AP Data Phase in Authorized AP Data Population Step](image)

The Rogue AP Detection step also uses Generate Access Point Data Phase. The difference is the Generate Access Point Data phase in Authorized AP Data Population step produces authorized AP data, while the Generate Access Point Data phase in Rogue AP Detection step produces unauthorized AP data, shown in Figure 9.

![Figure 9: Unauthorized AP Data Obtained from Generate AP Data Phase in Rogue AP Detection Step](image)

The differences between processes involved in Generate Access Point Data phase in Authorized AP Data Population step and Generate Access Point Data phase in Rogue AP Detection step both manually and automatically are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Authorized AP Data Population Step</th>
<th>Rogue AP Detection Step</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>Authorized AP Data</td>
<td>Rogue AP Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture</td>
<td>AP Scanning</td>
<td>AP Scanning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
<td>Data Extraction from AP Scanning Result</td>
<td>Data Extraction from AP Scanning Result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
<td>Recording of Data Extraction Result</td>
<td>Recording of Data Extraction Result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture</td>
<td>Wireless Traffic Capture</td>
<td>Wireless Traffic Capture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyze</td>
<td>Analysis of Wireless Traffic Capture File</td>
<td>Analysis of Wireless Traffic Capture File</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
<td>Recording of Data Analysis Result</td>
<td>Recording of Data Analysis Result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report</td>
<td>Authorized AP Data</td>
<td>Unauthorized AP Data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The next step after Generate Access Point Data phase produces unauthorized AP data is the Report process with subprocess of data comparison between unauthorized AP and authorized AP in order to determine which Access Point is the rogue AP. The rules used in data comparison are mentioned in Section 3.2 and showed by Figure 3.

Parameters for comparison used in this research are SSID, MAC address, signal strength, encryption type, and EAP type. IP address [11] as in Layer 3 (Network) is excluded because detection of rogue AP is conducted in Layer 2 (Data Link). Channel and frequency [13] are also excluded because whatever channel and frequency used, rogue AP can still run. These findings simplify the use of parameters in data comparison and with only one additional parameter, namely EAP type because rogue AP simulation is conducted in IEEE 802.1X-based WLAN environment.

![Figure 10: Final Result of Unauthorized AP and Authorized AP Data Comparison](image)

Figure 10 shows the final result of data comparison subprocess, which determine the rogue AP. The next step after Rogue AP Detection step is Rogue AP Elimination step. First, Rogue AP...
monitoring must be conducted using Airmon-ng tool with parameters of MAC address and channel to determine whether or not there is a client connected to the rogue AP, as shown in Figure 11.

Next is Rogue AP containment by sending deauthentication packets using Aireplay-ng tool with MAC address parameter to disconnect client from rogue AP and to disable rogue AP so it cannot serve the client connection requests to the rogue AP, as shown in Figure 12. Then do the monitoring process again using Airmon-ng tool to check whether or not there is still a client connected to the rogue AP, as shown in Figure 13.

4.3 Rogue AP Mitigation Framework

Rogue AP mitigation framework can be developed following a case simulation and rogue AP mitigation. Framework for manually conducting rogue AP mitigation can be seen in Figure 14, whereas framework for automatically conducting rogue AP mitigation is shown in Figure 15.
5. CONCLUSION

Automation framework for rogue AP mitigation is developed after learning how to conduct rogue AP mitigation manually. This automation framework uses three steps. One, Authorized AP Data Population step using Generate Access Point Data phase that produces authorized AP data. Two, Rogue AP Detection step using live forensics which includes the processes of Capture (Access Point scanning), Note (data extraction of Access Point scanning result), Capture (wireless traffic capture including EAP packet trigger), Analyze (analyze wireless traffic capture file), Note (recording of data extraction and analysis results) and Report (rogue AP data). And three, Rogue AP Elimination step through the monitoring and containment of rogue AP.

The automation framework can serve as a basis in building a script that can automate the steps of rogue AP mitigation. In this research, rogue AP in IEEE 802.1X-based WLAN is proved to be detected and eliminated. However, this framework does not cover detection of rogue AP using MAC spoofing. Furthermore, improvement with detection of rogue AP using MAC spoofing will be made in future work.
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